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During the investigation at Letchworth Museum a number of ‘coincidences’ were found. These were 
instances where different people had encountered the same occurrences or feelings entirely 
independently of the other team members. 

For the investigation we had divided into teams consisting of three teams of three people and one team 
of two. During the vigils the members of a single team would tend not to discuss what was happening 
especially if they were keeping their own notes. Team members who did not keep notes kept the team 
leader informed of what was happening to them. Discussions between different teams as to what had 
happened did not take place so as not to influence the responses of the other teams. As a result 
members tended not to know what had happened until after the individual team reports had been 
written. It was when the collation of the reports was being done that the person who was doing the 
collating noticed certain similarities which are shown in the table below. As can be seen the common 
occurrences were at different times varying from the initial walk round up the final vigil with some 
occurrences being several hours apart. 

Leana Feels sick and dizzy Toy Gallery Pre-Vigils 

Steph Feels sick Toy Gallery Meditation 

Leana Feels sick Toy Gallery Vigil 1 

Marion Feels a bit sick Toy Gallery Vigil 1 

Steph Feels that her legs below knee are missing Toy Gallery Meditation 

Leana Feels as if legs below knee shouldn’t be there Toy Gallery Vigil 1 

Steph Legs below knee feel strange, something wrong with them Toy Gallery Vigil 3 

Marion Sees man with left leg amputated below knee Natural History Vigil 2 

Leana Woman slaps her in the face Toy Gallery Vigil 1 

Marion Woman shouting at Leana Toy Gallery Vigil 1 

Steph Feels that someone is going to hit her Toy Gallery Vigil 3 

Marion Someone blows on her right hand Toy Gallery Vigil 1 

Steph Feels cool breeze coming from in front and to the right Toy Gallery Vigil 3 

Richard Feels cold breeze through his ankles Toy Gallery Vigil 2 

Leana Has a tight feeling in her throat Toy Gallery Pre-Vigils 

Elaine Hard to breath like someone kneeling on her chest Toy Gallery Meditation 

Claudia Feels a pain in her chest as if she had been stabbed Toy Gallery Meditation 

Marion Feel like she is choking Toy Gallery Vigil 1 

Leana Has a tight feeling in her throat Toy Gallery Vigil 1 

Leana Picks up the name Freddie Toy Gallery Vigil 1 

Marion Picks up the name Teddie Natural History Vigil 2 
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The most striking of these is the two independent reports in which team members felt that something 
was wrong with their lower legs (actually three reports but two were made by the same person but at 
different times, several hours apart) and a third reported sensing a man who had had the bottom of one 
leg amputated. A second coincidence is that four members independently reported tightness of the 
throat or chest or a pain in the chest. It should be said that similar coincidences to these have not 
occurred in the past during the investigation of over 80 sites by LPS. Occasionally we may get two 
people reporting a similar occurrence or feeling but certainly not as many as occurred during this 
investigation. 


